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Former Israeli ambassador stresses US leadership

@GraceDucanis
Danny Ayalon, former Israeli ambassador
to the U.S., spoke on the relationship between
the U.S. and Israel and its significance in today’s
world at an address at NSU on March 28.
The former ambassador opened his address
by saying that education is important in the U.S.
because the world needs U.S. leadership.
“We need American leadership, because I
don’t see any substitute to that,” he said. “It’s
important to the interests of the United States,
but also to the interests of the globe... Without
American leadership we will not have the world
we have been having [up to] now.”
Ayalon served as a member of the Israeli
parliament, minister of foreign affairs of the
State of Israel from 2009-2013 and ambassador
to the U.S. from 2002-2006. During his
address, he spoke about issues in the Middle
East, including terrorism, fragmentation within
countries and oil. He called U.S. attempts to
create democracies in other countries lofty but
impractical, and in some cases dangerous.
“Superpowers are not very good at nationbuilding,” he said, citing U.S. involvement in
Iraq. “Nation-building has to be homegrown - it
has to be done through a natural process.”

By: Jacqueline Lytle
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“Superpowers are not very good at nation-building,” former Israeli ambassador Danny Ayalon said at an address
at NSU on March 28.

At a press conference before his address,
Ayalon said that it’s too early to judge whether
President Trump will be more supportive of
Israel than President Obama, saying that it takes
six months to a year for a new administration
to become comfortable in its new position and
formulate its policies.

Ayalon said that to stop terrorism, the U.S.,
Israel and other world powers need to pool their
resources and deny sanctuary to terrorists. He
said that the U.S. and Israel are natural allies
because they are both democracies and have
similar interests, and that the bond between the
U.S. and Israel is very strong.

“Unfortunately, we have Islamic terror
groups all over the world,” he said. “I know
it’s not politically correct, and I certainly do
not blame Islam for that, but the fact that all
terrorists today are Muslims is an issue that we
have to take very, very seriously.”
One student asked Ayalon to explain his
claim that all terrorists are Muslims. Ayalon said
that he made his statement as a call to Islamic
leaders to condemn and ostracize terrorists.
“Empirically, it’s true,” he said. “So I
apologize if it didn’t sound appealing, but I stand
by it from a factual point of view.”
To close his talk, Ayalon said that it’s
important to look past emergency situations,
explaining that using technology to improve
the world’s food security, water availability and
energy costs will be vital to solving complex
issues.
“Many of the solutions depend on
technology,” he said. “Technology is going to be
the most valuable currency for the foreseeable
future.”
NSU’s Farquhar Honors College hosted
Ayalon’s March 28 lecture as part of its
Distinguished Speaker Series.

Committee reviews NSU for reaccreditation

On April 4, an onsite committee from the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) will visit
NSU’s Fort Lauderdale-Davie campus as part of
the reaccreditation process.
SACSCOC is the regional accrediting
body of degree-granting higher education
institutions for the 11 southern states. According
to the commission’s website, their mission is “to
assure the educational quality and improve the
effectiveness of its member institutions.” The
SACSCOC reviews institutions every five and
10 years.
Jane Duncan, NSU’s executive director
of assessment and accreditation, said, “All
97 principles that [NSU] has to follow as an

institution get reviewed every 10 years. There
are 17 that get reviewed every five years.”
The reaccreditation process is important
to the entire NSU community. Regional
accreditation allows universities to receive
federal funding and professional accreditations.
Duncan said, “Without our regional
accreditation, we do not get federal financial aid.
We are completely ineligible.”
NSU’s Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP),
“Write from the Start,” is a crucial part of the
reaccreditation process. According to Duncan,
the QEP is just as important as the 97 principles
the university must follow.
“So, if we do poorly on the QEP but we’ve
aced everything else, it doesn’t matter. We’re still

found to be not in compliance,” said Duncan.
Barbara Packer-Muti, executive director
of institutional and community engagement and
director of the QEP, said NSU’s current QEP
focuses on enhancing student writing.
“We heard loud and clear through faculty
focus groups, through student focus groups, that
the one resource that wasn’t really available…
to all students was resources to provide help in
writing,” said Packer-Muti.
Main and regional campuses, online
students and faculty stated that even though
there are some writing resources offered by
NSU, they are not available to all.
“We want to make sure that online, regional
campuses, onsite here in Fort Lauderdale-Davie

and all levels [undergraduates and graduates]...
have access to writing resources,” said PackerMuti.
The SACSCOC onsite committee will be
meeting with students, faculty, administration
and the board of trustees to ask questions
regarding accreditation standards. SACSCOC
reviews everything from student engagement
to graduation to student learning outcomes and
faculty competence, according to Duncan.
“Even though this is something that
happens behind the scenes, it has a very profound
and direct impact on a [student’s] time at NSU,”
Duncan said.
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Stay up to date with world events.
Texas crash leaves 13 dead, two injured
According to CNN, a head-on collision of a church bus and
a pickup truck on March 29 left 13 people dead and two injured
in southwest Texas. The victims of the collision included senior
citizens from the First Baptist Church of New Braunfels, Texas
and the driver of the pickup truck. Two people on the bus and
the driver of the truck were critically injured. However, one of
the bus passengers died on March 29. At least three witnesses in
the area called law enforcement to report reckless driving prior
to the collision. Highway 83, where the accident took place, was
closed for several hours after the accident occurred.
North Carolina repeals bathroom bill
According to CNN, North Carolina lawmakers have
come to an agreement to repeal its “bathroom bill” after harsh
controversy has risen in the past year. Governor Roy Cooper
explained that the bill has “stained our reputation, discriminated
against our people, and has caused great economic harm in
many of our communities.” The new bill to repeal the bathroom
bill was approved by the state’s legislative bodies after a
controversial debate. As of March 30, people of any gender are
allowed to use the bathroom they believe they belong in.
The “Angel of Death” dies
The New York Times announced that Donald Harvey, a
healthcare worker who admitted to killing hospital patients in
the 1970s and 1980s, was killed in his jail cell on March 30.
Harvey was 64 when he was assaulted by another inmate on
March 28, at the Toledo Correctional Institution in Toledo,
Ohio. Harvey was found guilty of killing at least 37 people
over the course of 20 years in Kentucky and Ohio when he
was on trial in 1987. Harvey poisoned most of his victims with
toxic substances including cyanide, rat poison and petroleum
distillate. He also suffocated patients in their beds and refused
to refill oxygen tanks. Investigations have begun to find out who
murdered Harvey.
Israel approves new settlement
According to BBC, Israel has approved the establishment
of its first new Jewish settlement in the West Bank of the country,
which has not been done in 20 years. The new homes will be
built atop a hill known as “Geulat Zion” near the Palestinian city
of Nablus. The Israeli Security Cabinet agreed to build and allow
families into the new settlement. They also approved tenders
to build 1,992 homes at four other existing settlements. Hanan
Ashrawi, a member of the executive committee of the Palestine
Liberation Organization, commented, “Israel’s relentless efforts
to expand its illegal settlement enterprise with the aim of
displacing Palestine and replacing it with ‘Greater Israel’ should
send a strong message to governments worldwide that they need
to intervene immediately and to undertake concrete measures to
hold Israel accountable with serious punitive measures.”

By: Brianna Walker
On April 14-15 from 4 p.m. to 4 a.m.
NSU will host Relay for Life, a communitybased team fundraiser for the American Cancer
Society, on the Alvin Sherman Library quad.
Teams will set up around the quad for the
entirety of the event. One member of the team
will walk the track the entire night, and they can
switch off with other team members throughout.
Participants can donate to the teams during
the event.
Parker Sheppard, a junior exercise and
sports science major, said that the event lasts
all night to represent the idea that cancer never
sleeps.
Sheppard said, “There will be fundraisers
and different activities going on throughout the
night to celebrate those who have lived through
cancer and to celebrate those who survived it.”
Relay for Life’s goal this year is to raise
$30,000 for the American Cancer Society.
Sheppard said, “A huge misconception
is that Relay for Life is a one-night thing. The
event itself is one night, but it is a yearlong
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Students showcase at symposium
Undergraduate students will showcase
research and projects from various disciplines at
the annual Undergraduate Student Symposium,
hosted by the Farquhar Honors College on April
7 beginning at 1 p.m. in the Alvin Sherman
Library and Don Taft University Center. For
more information about the symposium, visit
honors.nova.edu/student-symposium.
Optical Style Show
The Davie Optical Eye Care Institute will
host its annual Optical Style Show on April 5 on
the second floor of the Sanford Ziff Healthcare
Center from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. The show will
be sponsored by Luxottica and will be full of
various collections of eyewear. Popular brands
of Luxottica include Michael Kors, Versace,
Tory Burch, Burberry, Coach and Prada. All
frames and lenses will be 25 percent off at the
event. There will also be free food and prizes.
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Institute for Neuro-Immune Medicine hosts
monthly seminar
The Institute for Neuro-Immune
Medicine (INIM) will host its monthly seminar
on April 7. The seminar will be from 12-1:30
p.m. and will host Paula Waziry as the guest
speaker. Waziry is an assistant professor at the
INIM, holds a master’s degree in biochemistry
from the City University of New York, and a
doctorate in pharmacology from the University
of Miami. The seminar is open to the public.
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Final presentation of “Global Events That
Touched Florida”
The Alvin Sherman Library will host the
final presentation of the five-part series “Global
Events That Touched Florida” on April 6. The
program explores Floridians’ memories of
hardships endured from events such as U-boat
attacks, German POWs, the Cold War, Cuban
Missile Crisis, and more. The presentation is
funded by the Florida Humanities Council and
will be presented by Janie Gould. Gould is a
fourth-generation Floridian and a writer, editor,
lecturer and retired public radio journalist. Her
radio specialty in Florida History earned her
numerous awards and she is a former board
member of many organizations. The event will
begin at 7 p.m. in the Cotilla Gallery on the
second floor of the library. The event is free but
registration is required. For more information,
email libdev@nova.edu.
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NSU relays to fight cancer
fundraiser, and our goal for this year is to raise
$30,000 by August. Currently we are at $13,000
so we are almost halfway there.”
To kick off the night, cancer survivors
will walk the first lap around the track, and
afterwards they and their caregivers will be
invited to a dinner to honor them.
Sheppard said, “The survivor dinner
happens right after the opening ceremony. It
allows for us to honor the survivors. It happens
right after the survivor lap, where they get to
walk the track and open up the night.”
One of the highlights of the event is the
Luminaria ceremony, which occurs halfway
through the night. During this, there is complete
silence for one hour.
Sheppard said, “The luminaria ceremony is
my favorite part of the night. At the beginning of
the ceremony all the lights get shut off. There is
nothing, in terms of light, except for bags which
have a glow stick that has been lit up inside of it.
Each of these bags, which we call a luminaria, is
dedicated to someone who is battling cancer or

has had cancer.”
Sarah Moss, junior molecular biology
major and a Relay for Life team ambassador,
said she is excited to see the track lit up with the
luminaria.
Moss said, “This is my first year doing
it, and I’m excited to see the relay and see the
luminaria lit up along the track. I’m also excited
to see all the teams with their booths. It’s going
to look really cool.”
NSU’s Relay for Life allows on-campus
and off-campus organizations to sign up as
teams.
Anyone who would like to make a team
can do so on the Relay for Life website. The
deadline to sign up a team is April 6. There is a
$10 registration fee and teams must raise $100 to
have a spot along the track by April 14.
Sheppard said, “This year has been the
best year for Relay for Life because we’ve had
students participate with organizations from all
of the different colleges.”
Moss said one of her inspirations to get

involved with NSU’s Relay for Life was her
mom.
Moss said, “My mom is a cancer survivor
so I relay for her, and there is cancer within my
family, which means that I most likely have it
too. This is why I’m trying to be proactive about
it and help raise awareness for it.”
Cancer survivors can sign up for the
opening ceremony and dinner at relayforlife.
org/novafl.
Sheppard said, “If there are any cancer
survivors or people on campus, whether its
faculty, staff, students or anything of that nature,
we highly recommend that you let us know. It’s
a completely anonymous system, all you have to
do is go online and sign up.”
To sign up your organization for NSU’s
Relay for Life, go to relayforlife.org/novafl. For
more information contact Sheppard at ps980@
nova.edu.
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NSU expands Take Back the Night to month-long programming

By: Jenna Kopec
@Jen_Kopec

In order to spread awareness about sexual
assault, Campus Life and Student Engagement
is expanding Take Back the Night to a month
of programming events, primarily taking place
on every Tuesday of the month. Programming
officially begins on April 4 at 7 p.m., when NSU
will hold a Take Back the Night event that is part
of a national movement.
“Take Back the Night is an event that is
held at schools and communities across the
country. It serves to both empower those who
feel night is not safe, as well as to educate those
who don’t realize that nighttime doesn’t feel
safe to everyone,” said Laura Bennett, Title
IX coordinator at NSU. “It usually involves
a march as a large group, and it often also
involves sharing personal stories and finding a
sense of community with others who may have
experienced and survived a sexual assault or
other form of personal violence.”
Aaron Lechner, graduate assistant for
special events and projects, said the event will
be an open forum for individuals to share their
experiences and get resources they may need,
whether they are survivors, secondary survivors

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM A. LECHNER
Take Back the Night was created to spread awareness about
sexual assault.

or anyone looking to provide support.
Women in Distress, Forget Me Not and
the Nancy J. Cotterman Center will all be at the
event.
“What people know [Take Back the Night]
as - that forum where people come out and talk
- that’s going to be the kick-off event,” said
Lechner.
Bennett said that Take Back the Night

is meant to be empowering and that sharing
experiences at the event will not trigger an
investigation by the university. However,
Bennett and Alexis Martinez, assistant dean
for student development within the division of
student affairs, have worked with Lechner in
order to ensure students will know their rights
and resources in the event of sexual assault.
“I am hopeful that there will be a good
turnout, that safety is respected and that
participants are respectful, especially towards
those who may share personal experiences,”
Martinez said.
Other planned programming throughout
the month involves other national movements
and projects, such as the Clothesline Project,
It’s On Us and Denim Day. Campus Life and
Student Engagement will also continue a supply
drive, which began on March 26, throughout the
month for victims of sexual assault and domestic
violence.
Lechner said that each of these programs
and campaigns aim to provide support to the
survivors, supply resources they need and raise
awareness about sexual assault. He said that the

“Shape Your Future” at career development expo
careers. He said he encourages everyone to be
more aware of these chances to put themselves
out there and make valuable connections.
“This is the one day we invite a whole
list of employers from different industries,
from finance to business to healthcare, biology,
psychology, nonprofits all looking to hire
students,” he said. “They are there to promote
their organization.”
Lorenzo said that by making yourself
memorable, you leave a paved road for better
opportunities in the future.
“This recruiter representing the company
you want to work for is going to be at the career
fair looking for great people to bring back to
their boss… That person can speak on your
behalf. So build a relationship with them and

By: Melissa Boneta
The Office of Career Development will
be hosting a career and internship expo called
“Shape Your Future” on April 6 from 4:30-7
p.m. in the Rick Case Arena. There will be fulltime, part-time and internship opportunities
available for all current students and alumni.
The expo is held biannually as a way for
students to put their feet in the doors of their
field. Over 60 companies and organizations
will be present at this year’s expo, and students
will be able to meet the employers of those
organizations and network.
Emilio Lorenzo, assistant director for
career advisement, said this is an opportunity for
students to come out and be proactive with their

ask them a lot of questions, and they’re going to
write some notes on their resume so that when
they get back to their hiring manager and ask,
‘Did anyone stand out to you?’ they’ll reference
you specifically,” said Lorenzo.
Niemah Butler, assistant director of
employer relations and internships, said the
expo is an opportunity to look for internships.
“Even though some may say ‘I’m only a
freshman,’ we want students not to wait until
their senior year or the semester they’re going to
graduate,” she explained. “We’re always excited
to provide opportunities for our students, across
all areas of the board.”
For more info on the expo, contact Career
Development at 954-262-7201.

university also plans to provide facts and statistics
about sexual assault to supplement personal
stories.
Lechner, who worked with a team of
individuals to coordinate the programming,
including graduate assistants Carlyn Evans and
Rachel Decker, said they decided to expand
to month-long programming to not only raise
awareness, but to let survivors know that they are
supported and help other students learn how to
give that support.
“We’re doing this because it’s necessary,”
Lechner said. “We’re doing this so that others
will step up and others will get involved. I want
students to be a part of this. I want them to know
that they can be there, that this isn’t for just one
demographic.”
To learn more about upcoming Take Back
the Night programming, contact Campus Life and
Student Engagement at 954-262-7288 or Aaron
Lechner at 954-262-7193. Students who have
experienced sexual assault or intimate partner
violence can learn what resources NSU can
provide them with at nova.edu/title-ix.

Correction

In the March 28 issue of The Current,
the article “Shark Basketball makes a
splash with new hire” incorrectly stated
that Coach Crutchfield had a winning
percentage of 855 percent while at
West Liberty. Instead, Crutchfield
won 85.5 percent of his games while
coaching at West Liberty. The article
also incorrectly stated that Crutchfield
plans on running an offense that
presses on defense. Instead, this
should have said Crutchfield plans for
his press defense to help create some
offense.
Additionally, previous coach Gary
Tuell’s last name was misspelled.
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That Time I... Co-led a Sharks and Service (SAS) Trip
By: Schae Maynard
Schae Maynard is a senior environmental
science major. After graduation, she will pursue
a master’s degree in college student affairs at
Grand Valley State University.
Over spring break, I had the pleasure of
co-leading the Sharks and Service trip to New
Orleans. This trip holds a special place in my
heart as I had attended as a participant the
previous year.
When I joined the SAS team as a site leader,
and discovered that I would be able to not only
return to that wonderful city, but have the chance
to lead the trip, I was beyond hyped. I was very
fortunate to be paired with an extraordinary coleader who had also attended the trip with me
last year. Being paired with the stellar Mariah
Knowles made it extremely easy for us to plan
our week of service, from navigating everyone’s
dietary concerns to our reflection and downtime
activities.
Like last year, we spent our week serving
with Youth Rebuilding New Orleans (YRNO),
a not-for-profit organization that specializes in
the rebuilding and selling of homes to teachers
at discounted rates. YRNO started out of an
attempt to allow persons below the age of 18
to assist in the disaster restoration efforts after
Hurricane Katrina. However, YRNO does so
much more than rebuild homes, as they assess
what their community needs and seek to meet
those needs in a holistic way.

Before our trip a tornado had blown
through the city and left significant damage
to numerous homes. Thankfully, not a single
person was killed during the incident. Just like
YRNO, our spring break or Spreak, as we like
to call it -- family of 16 served the community
of New Orleans in more ways than one. Our
week was divided between two work sites: Miss
Ann’s lot on Flake St. and the pink house on St.
Ann St. The work we engaged in at Miss Ann’s
house stressed why the need for volunteers and
the work of organizations like YRNO are so
important.
Miss Ann’s property was destroyed by the
tornado and for her to rebuild, the lot needed to
be cleared of all debris. This would have been
difficult for her and her family to do because in
order for the city to remove debris from people’s
property, it must be on the curb. As we worked
on her lot we had the opportunity to meet Miss
Ann and got to hear her story. She shared that
before our group and YRNO came, it was only
her son trying to clear the lot.
The task seemed impossible for one person
to do alone and I had a difficult time wrapping
my head around what she was sharing with us.
It took us three days to clear Miss Ann’s lot. By
the end of the week, looking back at where we
started on day one, I came to understand several
things: 1. Always be grateful for the things in
your life, 2. Teamwork is powerful, and 3. The
true meaning of the word resilience.

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM S. MAYNARD
Students helped clean up debris from a tornado that hit New Orleans, a city that is still recovering from Hurricane Katrina.

Aside from our work at our two work
sites, the best part of my week was our nightly
reflections. It was rewarding to hear our
participants’ thoughts about the work we were
doing, the impact we were leaving on the New
Orleans community and how the community
and YRNO were impacting them. I loved having
the chance to listen to and help our group make
sense of the week. It was fulfilling to assist them
in understanding how to use what they were
experiencing that week, to affect change in the
communities they belong to at home and at
NSU.
This week reaffirmed why I love service
and why I want to be able to excite others about
how they can assist in solving some of the very

serious social issues that plague the world we
live in. I am forever thankful for organizations
like YRNO, for communities like New Orleans,
for groups like my Spreak family and for offices
like SLCE. I am thankful for this opportunity and
for the many others I have experienced through
the SAS program. They have been opportunities
to not only serve, but to learn and grow with
others who are as passionate.
If you’re ever looking for a chance to meet
new people, learn new skills, travel and learn
more about different social issues all while
serving diverse communities, then I highly
recommend signing up for a SAS trip or to
be a site leader. It truly is a once-in-a-lifetime
experience that I know I will forever cherish.

Success Coach
By: Samantha Yorke
Samantha Yorke is an assistant director and
success coach for the Office of Undergraduate
Student Success at NSU. She earned her
Bachelor of Science degree in psychology
from the University of Central Florida and her
Master of Science degree in higher education
from Florida State University. Samantha is a
proud Floridian with a passion for empowering
others.
What is a personal brand and why is it so
important? Essentially, a personal brand is your
“external you.” It is the image and persona you
share with the outside world and the idea others
have of you because of this persona. The coolest
part about a personal brand is that it can be built
upon constantly and in any way you want. By
building your brand, you showcase specific
qualities, personality traits and experiences
that you want peers, family and professional
networks to know about you.
Brands can be built through action, social
media and associations. As you continue your

Building your brand: Stand out
collegiate journey, make sure to be thinking
about your brand. You have the power to project
the image you want others to see. Pretty cool,
isn’t it?
Action is essential to building a personal
brand — a positive brand will not build itself.
Make sure you are joining communities and
organizations that have missions and visions
you are proud to discuss with others. There are
plenty of student organizations and clubs at
NSU that provide opportunities for professional
development, service learning and positive
impact on those around you. Consider looking
at OrgSync to explore what clubs to join at NSU.
When it comes to social media, everything
you “like” or “post” matters. Remember to keep
personal information private, which, even then,
can still sometimes be dug up by others. It is
recommended that you keep your posts tasteful
and positive, as this may be what a professional
chooses to assess you on for a job or internship
in the future… yes, this really happens. The
Internet is a black hole, where your posts remain

forever and can be pulled up at any time.
The people you associate with and what
they choose to do in their spare time will reflect
on you and your brand as well. Make sure you
are surrounding yourself with people that hold
similar values as you and support you with
your goals. These individuals provide you
with additional networks that you may wish to
connect with in the future. If you are interested
in a specific field, think about how much easier
it would be to find opportunities if your friends
and acquaintances were connected to that field
as well. Similarly, if you have hobbies such as
photography or art, consider networking with
people who also have those passions.
When you think of someone, you most
likely think of the people they hang out with or
are seen with as well. Is that person friendly?
What about their friends? These associations
have contributed to your perspective of them
and their personal brand.
Take the time to practice your elevator
speech, which is a short introduction of who you

are at this very point in your life. The elevator
speech can help brand you from the very
beginning of a conversation and set the stage
for how you wish to be perceived. The Career
Development Office at NSU can assist you in
constructing your ideal elevator speech if you
visit nova.edu/career. Overall, keeping your
personal brand in mind at all times will help you
showcase the “you” that you want others to see
and know.
You now have a general overview of what a
brand is and how it can be influenced. Hopefully
you see the importance of continuously
being aware of your “external you” and how
this persona can play a major role in your
opportunities and goals. Now is the time to
start thinking of what you want your brand to
ultimately look like. Take those first few steps in
making that brand a true representation of who
you are, inside and out.

Have your business featured in The Current’s Orientation Issue
This special issue is given to all new and incoming NSU students and is
our longest-running issue.
If you are interested in purchasing an ad, please contact us at thecurrentad@nova.edu for more information
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By: Jenna Kopec
@Jen_Kopec
On March 30, protesters in Boston met a
large orange bus displaying anti-transgender
messages and #FreeSpeechBus, according to
NBC News. The bus, which was organized in
part by CitizenGO, was traveling along the
East Coast, spreading what supporters say is
the “biological reality” of the gender binary.
According to the BBC, in the wake of these
protests, Boston Mayor Marty Walsh raised the
transgender flag over city hall and said that it’s
important to support the trans community and
not be intimidated by discrimination.
This isn’t the first time the rights of the
transgender community have been brought to the
political forefront. Earlier this year, the president
rescinded protections for transgender students
in public schools. Although the topic seems to
routinely come up in the news and in political
realms, traditional news coverage can sometimes
neglect what the term “transgender” means and
the issues that transgender communities face.
Breaking the binary
Transgender, as defined by the American
Psychological Association, is an umbrella
term used to “describe the full range of people
whose gender identity and/or gender role do
not conform to what is typically associated with
their assigned sex at birth.”
“Transgender refers to people who don’t
identify with society’s binary male/female
model,” said Chris Vila, associate lecturer in the
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Science.
“It’s something that’s inherent. It doesn’t need to
be thought out or explained [for them].”
Vila said that these labels and the
construction of the binary stem from a human
desire to understand the ambiguity of life.
“Part of what’s going on with
discrimination and hate crimes, from a
psychological perspective, is an anxiety against
what’s unknown,” said Vila. “The truth is that
there is so much going on and we have little
control of much of it and that’s why people try
to compartmentalize. And that’s true in terms
of gender, race, ethnicity [and] socioeconomic
status.”
According to Vila, there aren’t any
federal laws protecting the trans community
from discrimination. States vary in the level
of protection they provide for the transgender
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Beyond the statistics: What it means to
be transgender
community and some have tight restrictions
on major transitioning steps, such as changing
names or genders on birth certificates.
Vila stated that part of the reason there
is a lack of education on the subject has to do
with a psychological theory known as the social
contact theory.
“When we know someone, we know who
they are as a person, it’s easy for us to identify
with them as a person,” said Vila.
For that reason, Vila said it’s important
to raise awareness about the transgender
community by reading articles, taking volunteer
opportunities and sharing experiences.
Breanne Taylor’s story
“It was early elementary school. I knew
that I was different from everyone, I just didn’t
know what was going on,” said Breanne Taylor,
a graduate student pursuing a specialist degree
in school psychology.
Taylor is a transgender woman who grew
up in Michigan. Although Taylor said she
always felt like something was going on, by the
time she entered middle school she tried to solve
the problem by participating in more masculine
activities.
“I had this feeling inside of me, like if you
go to class and you forgot something and you get
this feeling in the pit of your stomach, and I had
this feeling every day and I could never get rid of
it,” said Taylor. “I tried to join the football team
and wrestling team and at the end of each season
the feeling just got stronger.”
At 22, Taylor joined the Air Force, still
trying to fill a masculine role. She thought, “If
that can’t help me, nothing will.”
After serving, Taylor moved to Orlando,
where she worked at Disney and began dating a
girl, which she says was another attempt to fill a
masculine role. Eventually, however, the couple
broke up when Taylor’s girlfriend discovered the
clothes Taylor was using to dress as a woman at
the time.
“At that point, I kind of had a good
idea of what was going on but I just needed
confirmation, so I went to see a psychologist,”
said Taylor.
At age 27, Taylor started medication and
the transition process of becoming a woman.
The process of transitioning contains multiple

2017 NSU graduation checklist
By: Nikki Chasteen
Congratulations, graduating Sharks. It’s
finally here and you are almost finished. To
alleviate some of the last-minute stress, we’ve
put together a to-do list to help guide you
through the graduation process.
RSVP for graduation
If your adviser has confirmed you are set
to graduate, then you received an invitation to
graduation from the Registrar’s Office. Make
sure you RSVP to this commencement invitation
by April 14. This is the only way you will be
able to order your cap and gown.
Grad Fest 2017
NSU will host its annual Grad Fest on two
different weekends, April 7-8 and May 5-6,
from 12-6 p.m. at the Shark Store and in the
Don Taft University Center Spine. At Grad Fest,
you can order announcements, take pictures and
order class rings.
Tell your friends and family
Make sure you send out your
announcements and invite friends and family to
the ceremony. While tickets for commencement
are not required, arriving early is encouraged as
seating is limited. This is an exciting time, and
you don’t want anyone to miss your special day.
Be sure to confirm the time you are graduating
and tell your guests the doors will open

5

one hour prior to the start of the ceremony.
Footwear
It is important to be comfortable while
sitting and standing for extended periods of
time. NSU has rules about what types of shoes
are permitted at graduation. NSU does not allow
stiletto heels, tennis shoes or sneakers to be
worn with your gown. For men, plan on wearing
a dress shoe that you would wear with a suit. For
women, wedges and flats are acceptable.

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM B. TAYLOR
Breanne Taylor, 36, is a transgender woman pursuing a
specialist degree in school psychology. She often volunteers
with the YES Institute to share her story.

steps and can often take years because of
expenses and restrictive laws.
“Transitioning is one of the hardest things
that you will ever go through. I wouldn’t wish it
on my worst enemy because it’s a living hell,”
she said.
In Taylor’s case, she said it cost almost $800
to change her name and gender on her driver’s
license alone. Taylor, who is still transitioning,
said that the complete process will cost about
$150,000 out-of-pocket because many insurance
companies do not cover the surgeries required
to complete transition. Despite this, Taylor said
that the transition process, particularly her facial
reconstruction surgery, has helped her overall
happiness.
Unfortunately, Taylor said that she often
lacked a support system after coming out to her
family and beginning her transition.
“When I first told them, my parents
basically said, ‘It would have been a whole lot
easier if you were gay,’” she said.
After that, Taylor said she barely spoke to
her parents for five or six years, receiving calls
once or twice a year. Her relationship improved
after they agreed to see a gender therapist in their
area. Taylor said she hasn’t spoken to her brother
or sister since she came out to them nearly 10
years ago.
She said that she did find some comfort
from those who were willing to listen and speak
with her, like her roommates or her psychology

professor at Broward College.
“It’s kind of one of those things where you
can’t grasp or begin to understand what we’re
going through if you haven’t been through it
yourself,” said Taylor.
For that reason, Taylor emphasized how
important it is to listen, even when you might
not understand what a trans person is going
through. She cited her professor as the reason
why she graduated with her associates from
Broward College and even why she’s alive
today. Taylor said that her first two years in
South Florida were extremely challenging as she
faced discrimination, unemployment and even
suicidal thoughts.
“I came down here with 14 years of
experience serving, I put in 600 applications
in those 2 years, I went to 100 face-to-face
interviews in those two years. Almost all of them
would laugh at me, mock me and ask questions
that I never heard of before in serving. Some of
them would even look at me through the camera
and call the hostess station and say, ‘Tell him to
come back tomorrow.’ It was always ‘tomorrow,’
‘tomorrow,’ ‘tomorrow’ until I finally gave
up and took the hint,” she said, describing her
search for work.
Taylor said that when an employer in
Deerfield Beach took a chance and hired her,
it gave her the confidence she needed to help
turn things around. Today, along with going to
school, Taylor works full-time and tutors parttime on the side. She also regularly volunteers
with the YES Institute, a Miami-based nonprofit
that works to educate on gender and orientation.
Taylor accompanies presentations given by
YES in schools and shares her experiences with
the youth. She said that those who may know
people who are trans should be willing to listen
to them. She also said it’s important to ask the
questions you don’t know the answers to and
that asking how someone identifies or what
they prefer to be called can mean the world to
someone.
“We just want to be normal people,” she
said. “We have thoughts and feelings and goals
and dreams just like everybody else.”

Need a commercial for
your student organization?

Let us help!

Personal items
As tempting as it will be to Snap every
moment of the ceremony, NSU advises you to
leave all purses and personal belongings with
your family or friends. NSU does not have a
place for personal belongings such as phones
and purses. Keep these items safe with your
guests in attendance. There will be plenty of
video and photography to capture your moment.
Graduation is an exciting time in your
life. Make sure you are not waiting until the
last minute to order your cap and gown or
graduation announcements. Taking care of the
necessities on the checklist early will ensure you
can focus on the final weeks of the semester and
finish strong. If you have additional questions,
you can find a lot of helpful information in the
Commencement Brochure 2017 at nova.edu/
publications/commencement-brochure-2017.

For more information contact the
Office of Student Media at
sharktv@nova.edu or (954)-262-2602.
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ticket
available
april 3

See details below

Featuring

JON STEWART

by film director Sara TaksleR

ThURsday, April 20, 2017
Show starts at 6:00 p.m. • Doors open at 5:30 p.m. • Coffee and Dessert at 4:30 p.m.

Followed by Q&A session with Film Director Sara Taksler
NSU students, staff, and faculty can pick up tickets (limit 2 per person)
at the Office of Student Media in the Student Affairs Building, third floor or
reserve it online at https://opinio.nova.edu:443/opinio/s?s=15665
This program is supported by NSU’s Office of Student Media, the Life Long Learning Institute, and the following
departments within NSU’s College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences: History and Political Science,
Literature and Modern Languages, and Writing and Communication.

Sports
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Athlete of the Week: Hannah Christophe
By: Grace Ducanis
@GraceDucanis
Striker on the NSU women’s soccer team,
movie enthusiast and Ontario native, Hannah
Christophe took home the Sunshine State
Conference Freshman of the Year for the 2016
season.
Christophe, a freshman human development
and family studies major, started playing soccer
in 2005 and has been playing ever since. One
of her proudest achievements is playing soccer
in the U.S. I got to talk to Christophe about her
transition to NSU, staying motivated during the
game and why she’s considered quitting soccer.
I also introduced her to a few student athlete
memes, which she said were hilarious and also
somewhat accurate.
Why do you play soccer?
“It keeps me active and it built a lot of my
character. I’m a very introverted person, so this
allowed me to break that shell a bit and build
confidence and also it was a really good way
to make friends. I’m still friends with a lot of
my soccer friends from back home even now...
and here, especially coming from Canada...I had
built-in friends with the team. So that’s why I
love it.”

What has the transition from [Canada to
NSU] been like?
“Honestly, I’m really good at coping with
change. So it wasn’t that bad, and I knew what I
was walking into when I decided to come here,
because my goal was always to play soccer in the
states. I never wanted to stay at home, because
I feel like it’s a lot more competitive [here] than
where I’m from. So the transition was pretty
good. There were a few rough moments, just
because I’m pretty dependent on my mom...but
having the roommate that I have made it really
easy… She was really chill and awesome, and
also my teammates were really welcoming and
my coaches helped make the transition easier.”
How has playing with NSU compared to
other teams that you’ve played on?
“Definitely the coaching is different. I feel
like I got a lot better with these coaches than I
did with the ones at home. The environment here
is pretty diverse, just because everyone came
from different places...so to try to incorporate
everyone’s style [of soccer] and make it feel like
we can play together was pretty different.”

You play a 90-minute game, and that’s just a
90-minute game, but you’re also training eight
hours a week, including weight training and
soccer, and that’s exhausting. It is. But I think
that just because everyone on this team loves the
game so much, they’re willing to put in the work
and go through the stress and be physically tired
all the time just to win for the team and for the
school.”

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM D. HENDRICKS
Christophe, striker for the women’s soccer team, was named
Freshman of the Year by the Sunshine State Conference.

Is there one memory from your first year on
the field at NSU that stands out to you?
“My first hat trick. That was pretty
awesome. It was at Palm Beach Atlantic
University.”
For you, what’s the most difficult thing
about soccer?
“The training, just because it’s a lot.

SPORTSSHORTS
The Sharks pulled off a thrilling 6-5 victory over the Barry Buccaneers on March 31. Sophomore Jake
Anchia broke a 5-5 tie in the bottom of the eighth inning with a solo home run. With the win the Sharks improved
to 9-4 in the Sunshine State Conference. The Sharks were also led by Kevin Suarez, who went two for three at
the plate with one RBI.

Track and Field

The men’s and women’s track and field team excelled during the first day of the University of Florida relays
on March 31. All-American Sherrelle Jordan in the first provisional time in the 100 meter hurdles ran a season
best 13.65 seconds, improving .2 seconds off her best time. Eric Moate followed, running a season best 10.6
seconds in the 100 meter dash. In the 400 meter hurdles Akeim David and Shakira Bartley in the 4 X 400 meter
relay team set a season best 3:16.67 seconds. This put them first in the conference.

Women’s Golf

The ninth-ranked Sharks took fourth at the Barry’s Women Invitational at Don Shula Golf Club. The Sharks
finished the three-round tournament at 829 (+28). The Sharks were led by junior transfer Janelle Johnson at
11th place at 220 (+4), followed by sophomore Sophie Madden in 13th place at 221(+5). Michelle Ruiz and
Jamie Freedman rounded out the four best scores with (+11) total which was good for 31st place. Aldana
Foigel had a strong third-round performance at 74 which help her leapfrog into a tie for 39th. The Sharks will
return to the green on April 10-11 at the Lady Panther Invitational hosted by Florida Tech at Duran Golf Club in
Melbourne, Florida.

Women’s Softball

The Shark softball team was able to a pull a 2-0 win victory to defeat Florida Tech in Melbourne, Florida
on March 31. With the win the Sharks improve to 20-17 and 8-5 in the Sunshine State Conference. A strong
two-run inning in the first propelled the Sharks to a 2-0 lead. Starting pitcher Lexie Storrer improved to 14-7 and
improved her winning streak to 7.
The Sharks came up short in the first game of the double-header against Florida Tech 10-2 on April 1. With
the loss the Sharks fell to 20-18 and 8-6 in the Sunshine State Conference.

Women’s Tennis

The Sharks tennis team fell to No. 3-ranked Barry. The Sharks fell to 5-7 overall and 2-3 in the Sunshine
State Conference. It was their third loss in a row. Luicelena Perez had the only win of the day over No. 18-ranked
Dasha Salnikova. This was her third win against a ranked college player and improved her individual record to
11-0 for the season.

ON DECK

WOMEN’S TENNIS

vs. University of Miami
April 7-8

vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
West Palm Beach, Fla.
April 5 | 4 p.m.

WOMEN’S
SOFTBALL

vs. Eckerd
NSU Tennis Complex
April 7 | 2 p.m.

vs. Rollins
AD Griffin
April 7 | 6 p.m.
April 8 | 1 and 3 p.m.

MEN’S TRACK AND
FIELD
vs. University of Miami
Miami, Fla.
April 7-8

vs. Florida Tech
Melbourne, Fla.
April 8 | 12 p.m.

WOMEN’S ROWING
Knecht Cup
Princeton, N.J.
April 8-9

Did you ever want to quit?
“A lot. It’s really stressful and you don’t
have time to do a lot of things. There’s so many
times my friends have been like, ‘Hey, you
wanna do this?’ and I’ve been like, ‘Can’t’...but
then you realize that you’d rather be doing this
than something else.”

OUT OF THE SHARKZONE

Baseball

WOMEN’S TRACK
AND FIELD

How do you stay motivated and focused on
the game?
“I don’t like sitting on the bench. So if you
play well and you put in the work, you stay [in the
game] longer, so that’s a lot of my motivation. I
hate watching. I’d rather be in the action...so the
want to play and to win for my team helps me
stay motivated through the game.”

WOMEN’S GOLF

Lady Panther Invitational
Duran Golf Club, Melbourne,
Fla.
April 10-11

MEN’S BASEBALL

vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
NSU Baseball Complex
April 7 | 6 p.m.
April 8 | 1 and 4 p.m.
vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
West Palm Beach, Fla.
April 11 | 6 p.m.

NHL to play in China
According to Yahoo Sports, the Los Angeles Kings
and Vancouver Canucks will play one another on
Sept. 21 and 23 at arenas in Shanghai and Beijing,
respectively, in the first-ever NHL games in China.
The games were announced on March 29. Chinese
commissioner Gary Bettman said that these games
are a precursor to China’s deepening involvement
in winter sports. China will host the Winter Olympics
in Beijing in 2022.
Seahawks coach disagrees with NFL leaping
rules
According to ESPN, Pete Carroll, Seattle Seahawks
coach, said on March 29 that he disagreed with
the NFL’s decision to prohibit players from blocking
field goals and extra points by leaping over the line
of scrimmage. The ban on leaping was supported
by all 32 teams. Carroll said that the league unfairly
showed only players that looked like “they were
going to get whipped out” and that the NFL only
showed the dark side of players leaping over
the scrimmage line. The chairman of the NFL
competition committee said that the ban was based
on players’ recommendations.
Knicks star OK playing less for end of season
New York Knicks player Carmelo Anthony said he
is at peace with allowing younger players to steal
his time on the court so that the team can evaluate
its future, according to ESPN. The Knicks were
eliminated from the playoffs on March 29 for the
fourth time in four seasons. Anthony said he thinks
playing a reduced role for the remainder of the
Knicks season is for the good of the team.
Fan vote blocks NFL’s Greg Hardy from Indoor
Football League team
On March 30, fans of the Indoor Football League
voted not to name Greg Hardy, former NFL Pro
Bowl player, to the Salt Lake Screaming Eagles,
according to Yahoo Sports. In the Indoor Football
League, all decisions are made by fans, from
naming head coaches to naming teams. While
the vote was almost 50/50 and Screaming Eagles
management unanimously supported Hardy’s
inclusion, the fan vote means that Hardy will not be
joining the roster this season.

Arts & Entertainment
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“Jersey Boys” actor on playing Frankie Valli

The show that goes beyond what the public
saw for decades is coming to the Adrienne Arsht
Center in Miami April 4-9. The behind-thescenes musical “Jersey Boys” has been touring
the U.S. performing hits from The Four Seasons,
while portraying both the positives and negatives
of the group’s story.
Miguel Jarquin-Moreland, who plays
Frankie Valli in the show, explained exactly
what makes “Jersey Boys” so special.
“It’s such an amazing show. The story
starts somewhere around 1947 and goes until
they reach the pinnacle of their success when
they are entered into the Rock ‘n Roll Hall of
Fame around 1990. It’s pretty much the rise and
demise of the Four Seasons and how they came
about. It’s their entire backstory and how they
became one of the most successful rock ‘n roll
bands in history,” Jarquin-Moreland explained.
“It’s really one of the most well-written if not
the best written script in musical theatre history
in my opinion. It is so well-written, Marshall
Brickman and Rick Elice did a great job with
the script and the music is incredible. All of
the songs are done in concert-style with the
exception of two, those are ‘Fallen Angel’ and
‘My Eyes Adore You.’ It’s just such a great, great
piece of art.”
Miguel Jarquin-Moreland also expanded
upon his character in the show, Frankie Valli.
He describes Frankie Valli as the youngest guy
in the group. The story begins when he was
just 15 years old and living in the projects.
Jarquin-Moreland explained the relationship
between Frankie and the other guys in the group,
along with how Frankie’s character develops
throughout the course of the show.
“Frankie Valli is interesting because in the
earlier years of life, he was a little timid and

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM BROADWAY ACROSS AMERICA
“Jersey Boys” featuring Miguel Jarquin-Moreland as Frankie Valli, is playing at the Adrienne Arsht Center through April 9.

always looking up to Tommy. Tommy DeVito was
like his big brother, he really took Frankie under
his wing. He kind of was always the younger
brother, he never had a full say or confidence, he
didn’t really run the show. He always knew that
he had a gift in terms of his voice, but it wasn’t
until they really started becoming successful
that he really started to build up his confidence
and separate himself from Tommy DeVito and
their dynamic,” Jarquin-Moreland explained.
“Essentially, it really shows the relationship
between Frankie and Tommy kind of dissipating
once Bob entered the group, Frankie and Bob
had the relationship that Tommy always wanted
to have with Frankie, and he was a little jealous
of Bob because Bob and Frankie were writing
songs, because Bob was a songwriter, and they
were making business deals even though Tommy
started the group. There’s a lot of jealousy with

Tommy but essentially you see Frankie become
a man of his own and grow on his own, and
really become a confident adult.”
In addition to Frankie Valli’s relationship
with Tommy and the dissipation of it, the story
also shows other obstacles that Frankie Valli
must overcome and events that he must cope
with.
“You see some mistakes he makes early on
in life and you really get to see Frankie grow.
You see him at 15 years old in 1947, all the way
into his 40s when ‘Can’t Take My Eyes Off Of
You’ hits,” Jarquin-Moreland said. “It shows
some of the problems he has as an adult in his
personal life and everything in between. You see
his problems with women, with his first marriage
and how he met his first wife, Mary Delgado,
and it really shows a lot of colors. There’s so
much material to work with as an actor, it’s a

gift.”
The show takes the audience on a journey
through all four seasons: spring, summer, fall
and winter, with each season narrated by one
of the members of the group. The story reveals
the emotions of each character and gives them a
chance to tell the story from their eyes. Miguel
Jarquin-Moreland also described the show as
having something that everyone can relate to and
explains how authentic the script is.
“I think this piece is so different because
it stays true and authentic to the language and
the environment of how these guys grew up.
They don’t sugarcoat anything. They don’t shy
away from something because they don’t want
to paint someone in a bad light, no, they put it all
on stage, all the dark stuff, like how two of the
guys in the group did time, how we struggled for
eight years playing nightclubs in New Jersey and
New York, covering songs. It really showcases
the struggle and eventually the payoff of hard
work in the United States. It’s very rare that
you have the opportunity to be able to do what
they did in another country,” Jarquin-Moreland
explained. “It’s relatable to everyone. In terms of
the Jukebox musical format, a lot of other shows
have tried this format, kind of documentary style,
it may not work as well because there is not a lot
of meat so to speak to work with. Because there
is so much backstory to work with in terms of
the way these guys really came up in the world,
they grew up in the projects in New Jersey. I
think because so many people can relate to the
classic ‘rags to riches’ story. It sets it apart from
a lot of other Broadway musicals. Everything is
done in a very real format.”
For more information on the show and
ticket sales, visit jerseyboysinfo.com.

Staff Picks: What is your favorite way to connect with nature?
By: The Current Staff
Spring has sprung. With so many sunny
days ahead, the last thing we want to do is spend
them indoors. Check out our staff members’
favorite ways to connect with nature and enjoy
some fresh air.
Danielle Pucillo, multimedia manager, said:
“I like to think of natural areas as my
place of rest and renewal, and feel that I am
able to better commune with my spiritual side.
Occasionally I practice what is known in Japan
as ‘Shinrin-yoku,’ or forest bathing. Shinrinyoku is essentially just spending time alone in
the woods, exploring and contemplating with no
technology or other people to disturb you. It is
incredibly therapeutic. I recommend it to anyone
who needs to relieve stress.”
Grace Ducanis, co-editor-in-chief, said:
“For me, there’s no better way to reconnect

with nature than to take a hike, preferably in the
mountains. Unfortunately, the only mountains
Florida has are literally trash. Some of my
favorite places I’ve hiked are Banff National
Park in Alberta, Canada, Rocky Mountain
National Park in Colorado and Glacier National
Park in Montana.”
Domenique Olesen, distribution manager,
said:
“My favorite way to connect with nature is
by fishing. I have been fishing since I was four
years old and have been hooked ever since. I try
and catch anything I can, from small sunfish to
species as big as sharks. Nature is an adventure
waiting to be explored.”
Jeweliana Register, arts and entertainment
editor, said:
“My favorite way to connect with nature
is to just get outside. I really enjoy being near
the water, so when I feel like I need to reconnect
with nature I go to the beach or some other body

of water. I really like taking my yorkie for walks
around a lake or hanging out with friends at the
beach.”
Trent Strafaci, sports intern, said:
“My call of nature has to be playing golf
either early in the morning or around sunset,
hearing the birds chirp and seeing the sunrise
and sunset. It is something that calms and
soothes me. It is my alone time and helps me
clear my head and forget about some of the
stressful things going on that day.”
Melissa Boneta, news editor, said:
“My favorite way to connect with nature
is by getting active doing literally anything.
I love biking, walking, running, paddle
boarding, kayaking and longboarding. I love
feeling fresh air all around me and being out
where there are no restrictions. Being inside
all day for school and work can be so bland
after a while. When I need a refresher I go
outside, take deep breaths and just look around,

connecting to my inner transcendentalist.”
Nicole Chavannes, copy editor, said:
“My favorite way to connect with nature
is by driving down to the beach, parking in the
shade, getting out my handy-dandy beach chairs
and large tent – small gazebo, really – and setting
it up in the sand. I can watch the waves crash on
the shore from the shade of the tent, cool off in
the salty water and dry off in the warmth of the
sun. It’s the perfect combination of nature and
comfort.”
Carli Lutz, chief of visual design, said:
“To connect with nature, I usually bring
all of my work outside with me when I’m
feeling like I need to get out into the sunshine.
Whether it be the work I do here at The Current
or artwork I’m working on, I take it outside with
me to enjoy some fresh air and try to get out of
the office for a little while in order to not lose
my mind.”
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Soundbite

OFF SHORE
CALENDAR
Shovels and Rope
April 5 | 7:30 p.m.
@Culture Room

“More Life” by Drake
By: Celina Mahabir
Whether you’ve kept up with mainstream
music or not, the name Drake should be no
stranger to you. The Toronto-born actor-turnedrapper has taken home three Grammys thus far,
continuing to deliver since his debut in 2009. His
latest release, “More Life,” dropped on March
18, featuring 22 tracks that Drake described
during his interview with Complex as a “playlist
that will become the soundtrack to your life.” It
is considered a playlist as this release is meant
to act as a means to fill the gap during more
intensive production for his next album.
The playlist completely contrasts the highenergy album “Views,” showing signs that Drake
returned to his original style that can be found
on older albums such as “Thank Me Later” and
“Take Care.” In October, Drake released “Fake
Love” as the title track to promote the playlist
and was greeted with positive reception from
fans and new listeners alike. Other songs on the
album that boast a similar, mellow R&B vibe are
“Do Not Disturb,” “Teenage Fever,” “Lose You”
and “4422”.
Following hits like “One Dance” and
“Controlla,” Drake remains in touch with
his Caribbean influences. The beats behind
“Passionfruit,” “Blem,” “Madiba Riddim” and
“Get It Together” make it almost impossible to
sit still. Drake’s ability to sing and rap shines

By: Monique Cole
Spring showers bring May flowers, and
Broward County is filled with a multitude of
parks and gardens for its residents and visitors to
explore. Here are a few parks and gardens in the
area worth checking out.
Everglades Holiday Park
21940 Griffin Rd., Fort Lauderdale
A little drive can provide you with a
sense of adventure. Everglades Holiday Park
is a 39-acre park that offers airboat rides,
fishing docks and boating rentals. According
to evergladesholidaypark.com, narrated airboat
rides last for an hour and are paired with an
alligator show presented by the Gator Boys.
Flamingo Gardens
3750 S Flamingo Road, Davie
Flamingo Gardens is known for its
botanical gardens and various wildlife. Visitors
will find various forms of wildlife and greenery
native to Florida through tours, educational
wildlife shows and exhibits. Flamingo Gardens
is also an Everglades wildlife sanctuary that takes
care of animals who have become permanently
disabled or injured. Flamingo Gardens offers

By: Aidan Rivas
Comedy is a prevailing media, and as
such, many people love to get their laugh on.
Unfortunately, the Fort Lauderdale Improv is
closed for renovations until further notice, but
that doesn’t mean you can’t get your chuckles
elsewhere. Check out these upcoming comedy
shows in the south Florida area.
Jay Leno
Au-Rene Theater at the Broward Center
April 6 | 8 p.m.
Coming from your living room to an area
near you, Jay Leno has still got it after 20 years
of captivating comedy. The former Tonight
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Arts & Entertainment

Starry Nights
April 6 | 4 p.m.
@NSU Art Museum
South Florida Symphony:
Masterworks III – Untamed
Spirit
April 6 | 7:30 p.m.
@Broward Center for the
Performing Arts

Drake showcases his diversity on “More Life.”

on these tracks and puts him out there as an
unconventional rapper. The remaining tracks are
not less amazing, but they revert to Drake’s older
style of rapping over smoother, less energetic
instrumental sounds.
“More Life” also features a variety of
incredible samples, such as Jennifer Lopez’s “If
You Had My Love,” Lionel Richie’s “All Night
Long,” R. Kelly’s “Clipped Wings,” Ginuwine’s
“Pony” and even snippets from older Drake
albums. The samples have been distorted and
edited in a way that fits Drake’s personal style
without losing the original beauty of them.
In terms of the lyrics, every single song
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addresses anything and everything in a relatable
way. Be it relationships, an ex-relationship, life
goals, enemies, trust, you name it – you’re bound
to find a personal connection with at least one of
the songs, if not all. The tracks are perfect for
late-night drives due to their relaxed, easygoing
instrumentals. Drake has received more praise
than criticism for the diversity he communicates
through “More Life,” from club bangers with
Caribbean beats to thought-provoking R&B
hits. As someone who has been a fan of Drake
ever since his debut, “More Life” is a success
that has definitely given me more life.

5th Annual Dania Beach Arts
and Seafood Celebration
April 8-9 | 11 a.m.
@Frost Park
Miami City Ballet – Program
Four
April 8-9
@Broward Center for the
Performing Arts
Performance Piece:
#sorrynotsorry by Allison
Bolah
April 8 | 2 p.m.
@NSU Art Museum
Portugal. The Man
April 10 | 7:30 p.m.
@Culture Room

Exploring the great outdoors
narrated tram tours that travel throughout the
park.
Long Key Natural Area and Nature Center
3501 SW 130th Ave., Davie
Long Key Natural Area and Nature Center
is an approximately 165-acre nature center that
includes a walking trail, an exhibit hall and an
educational visitor center. The exhibit center
is composed of a 2,390-square foot exhibit
hall that highlights the Tequesta and Seminole
Indians, who were the original residents of the
land. The exhibit center also contains multiple
interactive displays on various forms of wildlife
and archeology. Outside the center there is a
nature trail and equestrian trail for visitors to
explore.
Secret Woods Nature Center
2701 W State Road 84, Dania Beach
Secret Woods Nature Center is one of
the oldest nature centers in Broward County.
The center is composed of two nature trails, a
butterfly garden and a monarch interpretive
center. Both trails provide educational signs for
various plants and animals that reside in the area

you are walking through. If you’re lucky, you
might even see some fiddler crabs, raccoons,
snakes or manatees.
Tradewinds Park and Stables and Butterfly
World
3600 W Sample Road, Coconut Creek
Tradewinds Park and Stable is noted by
Broward County as being the largest and most
diverse park in the area. Tradewinds Park is
composed of horse stables, an educational
farm, model steam train rides and the popular
attraction known as Butterfly World. While
Butterfly World is located in the park, they are a
separate organization that charges for admission.
Butterfly World is known for its unique butterfly
populations, bird aviaries and botanical garden
center.
Tree Tops Park
3900 SW 100th Ave., Davie
Tree Tops Park is an approximately 243acre park that contains equestrian trails, three
playgrounds, three nature trails, a fishing pier,
a marina that offers paddleboat and swan boat
rentals and a marsh observation. Each nature

trail includes something unique and different.
Perhaps the most noteworthy is the Pine Island
Ridge Trail, which contains an observation
tower that will bring you right up to the tops of
the trees at 28 feet high.
Vista View Park
4001 SW 142 Ave., Davie
Vista View Park is a 272-acre park that
includes paved pathways, a fitness trail, a horse
trail and a roped-off area on top of the hill for
airfield and paragliding. This park has its own
drone flying course as well. While this is less
of an educational park, the park does divide
into a multitude of areas for people that want to
enjoy the great outdoors with their families and
friends.
For more information on different
Broward County parks, check out the Parks
and Recreation tab on the Broward.org site. For
more information on Flamingo Gardens, visit
flamingogardens.org.
If you are looking for a way to get out and
celebrate spring, consider visiting one of the
parks or gardens in the area.

Local laughers and incoming gaffers
Show host is bringing his act on tour, and is
hitting Fort Lauderdale next.
Daniel Nardicio presents: Dina Martina
Amaturo Theater at Broward Center
April 11 | 8 p.m.
Following her debut in 1989, Dina
Martina’s genius has graced stages around the
country. She performs ridiculous songs in wacky
costumes and displays jaw-dropping antics.
Catch her near you this April.
Netflix Presents: Sandler / Spade / Swardson
/ Schneider

Au-Rene Theater at the Broward Center
April 16 | 7 p.m.
As a part of Sandy Wexler’s “Here Comes
the Funny Tour,” Netflix is bringing live
performances by Adam Sandler, David Spade,
Nick Swardson and Rob Schneider to South
Florida. These goofy film titans are coming to
send your sides into orbit this April.

shows, sitcoms and stand-up comedy.

If you’re not one for leaving the comfort
of your home or don’t have the means to do
so, here’s a comprehensive list of comedic
programming being added to Netflix in the
coming month. The list includes movies, TV

The upcoming month of April is filled with
content to make you smile and hold your sides in
boisterous cackling. Whether you plan to spend
it swaddled in a blanket or out on the town,
there’s no shortage of comedy out there.

“Chewing Gum,” Season 2 - April 4
“Kevin Hart: What Now” - April 11
“Lucas Brothers: On Drugs” - April 18
“Girlboss,” Season 2 - April 21
“The 101-Year-Old Man Who Skipped Out
on the Ball and Disappeared” - April 25
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Opinions

Whitewashing in Hollywood: It’s tacky,
insensitive and needs to stop

The majors need to
play nice

By: Melanie Chapilliquen

By: Adit Selvaraj
The much-anticipated film “Ghost in The
Shell” hit theaters March 31. Many people,
including myself, are not happy with the casting
of Scarlett Johansson as the titular character
Motoko Kusanagi – a Japanese woman, which
Johansson clearly isn’t.
From Jake Gyllenhaal playing the Arabian
Prince Dastan in “Prince of Persia” to that
awful Pop Chips advertisement portraying
Ashton Kutcher as an Indian man in brown
face, whitewashing characters and utilizing
detrimental stereotypes is, unfortunately, a
common practice in Hollywood.
The screenwriter of “Ghost in The Shell,”
Max Landis, defended the decision to cast
Johansson as Motoko Kusanagi. Landis said,
“There are no A-List female Asian celebrities
right now on an international level.” Landis
later blew up at miffed fans, stating they do not
understand how the film industry works.
The tired argument that Asian actors and
actresses do not bring in a large audience has
been damaged by a 2013 study done by the
Ralph. J. Bunche Center for African American
Studies at the University of California in Los
Angeles. The study found that films with more
diverse casts actually bring in more audiences
and box office revenue. Conversely, films with
all Caucasian casts – especially ones where
the characters have been whitewashed – are
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regularly box office failures, often panned by
critics and audiences alike. Abysmal reviews
and box office statistics for films, such as the
horrendous “Last Airbender” whose main
character Aang was portrayed by white actor
Noah Ringer, should speak for themselves.
“Ghost in The Shell” is not the
only Japanese property that is getting the
whitewashing treatment. The immensely popular
Japanese comic “Death Note,” which spawned
an equally popular anime television series and
two live action films, will be adapted to a Netflix
series. Some of the series’ alterations will
include the main character’s surname changed
from Yagami to Turner and the setting shifting
from Tokyo to Seattle.
Fans are incensed over the cast reveal,
and a petition for a recasting has amassed over
12,000 signatures. The petition states that the
series “should not be cast with all white actors,
as it goes against the very soul of the story.”
The whitewashing in “Death Note” is
made less conspicuous than in “Ghost in the
Shell” due to the characters and setting being
Americanized, but that doesn’t mean it’s any
less disappointing.
Scarlett Johansson is a great actress, but not
even her acting abilities can compensate for the
fact that she was grossly miscast as Kusanagi.

No major is any more special than another.
Listen here, folks and listen well: learning
the names of every microorganism is completely
irrelevant to some of us. For some of you,
it might be the bee’s knees knowing how to
successfully construct a bridge, but the rest of us
just want to get across it. And to our friend who
loves to solve for x - hate to break it to you, but
my ex is in the past.
Going to a school like NSU, we have to
accept the fact that it’s a college focused on
biological research. With a reputation like this,
it’s no surprise that a majority of the student
population is involved in science-related
majors. However, you cannot assume that a
major like biology, chemistry, nursing, etc. is
more important or more difficult just because
there are more students enrolled in these areas.
Sure, you have the advantage of having a dozen
course offerings throughout the semester so you
can have a more flexible schedule, but there are
some of us who do not have this privilege. As a
minority major, it can be frustrating to know that
your major is looked down upon and dismissed
by others as easier to pursue because it may not
seem as complex as slicing a frog open.
Every major has its own challenges and
ways of implementing their core lessons;
whether it be memorization, slicing and dicing,
or learning how to effectively speak in front of

an audience without turning into a tomato. For
example, as a communication major, I have
to write concisely and effectively all at once.
You think it’s hard to keep your tweets under
the character count? We have to keep our lives
under the character count. Math majors recite
formulas in their sleep, and they find the average
number of sheep that jump over the fence per
minute. Business majors are already ahead of the
curve – they’re fully aware of how they need to
survive the debt of college tuition.
I’m not going to lie, I would probably cry
if I had to memorize the process of how my toe
cells split – get it, mitosis. Someone please laugh
while reading this. That being said, everyone
has their strengths and weaknesses in different
fields. Stop thinking that a certain subject area
is far more difficult than another. Some biology
majors may struggle to write a five-page essay,
while communication majors can barely pass
Intro to Biology.
Instead of tearing people down by calling
other majors easier than yours, put yourself in
their shoes and try to help them in the areas that
are their downfalls. They may be able to do the
same for you. We’re all in the same sea, trying
to survive. We may be Sharks, but let’s not eat
each other alive.

Opinions
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By: Jenna Kopec
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Missing children shouldn’t be normal

@Jen_Kopec
When I saw a tweet saying that 14 black
and latina girls went missing in Washington,
D.C. and there had not been any national news
coverage, I couldn’t understand why. When
I later found out that not only did that specific
tweet get the timeframe wrong but was also
using the wrong images of the missing girls, I
was furious all this conversation was taking
place over misinformation.
By now, you’ve probably heard about these
missing girls – all teenagers that disappeared
over the span of two weeks – because the outcry
that’s taken place over social media has caused
major news organizations, like ABC, to finally
cover the story. A lot of the coverage points out
that the Metropolitan Police Department of D.C.
confirmed the number of missing girls is not out
of the norm, and that it’s actually lower than it’s
been in the past. That’s where the actual problem
is. Apparently it’s normal for young girls of
color to go missing.
According to The Rolling Stone, D.C.’s
police department recently made efforts to

By: Jeweliana Register

increase transparency and in doing so began
posting all missing children reports via social
media. By taking this action, it became
incredibly easy to see the disparity between the
number of children of color who go missing and
the coverage that they receive from the media.
I do not think that the D.C. police were lacking
in effort to find these young girls — their social
media efforts help attest to that. According to
its website, there have been 848 missing person
reports filed with the department in 2017, 549
of them were juveniles. As of March 29, 18
juvenile cases remain open.
What this recent string of missing persons
did bring to light is how many black children go
missing. According to the FBI’s crime statistics,
in 2014, almost 37 percent of missing persons in
the U.S. under the age of18 were black. That’s
something to be upset about, considering that,
according to the U.S. Census Bureau, only 13.3
percent of the entire population is black. Another
large cause of concern: most of these cases don’t
receive Amber Alerts.

While it’s true that there are specific
requirements that must be met for an Amber
Alert, ABC News legal correspondent Sunny
Hostin pointed out on Good Morning America
that part of the reason a lot of Amber Alerts
aren’t put out is because children of color are
often labeled runaways. In the case that these
girls are runaways, they are put at higher risk of
being forced into sex trafficking the longer they
are missing.
Assuming that a missing child of color
is a runaway and not being alarmed by the
supposedly normal rate of disappearing young,
teen girls is a problem with U.S. society.
According to the Huffington Post, black
women are more likely to be raped or sexually
assaulted than white women. Yet, thinking
about this past year, I can remember at least two
nationally covered rape cases for white women
and not one for a black woman. I can recall at
least three missing children cases that were
covered nationally during 2016, and guess what.
They were all white.

It seems like there aren’t enough who
care about the adolescents going missing
in this country who are of color — and it’s
widespread. I went on to the Fort Lauderdale
Police Department’s missing person database
and specifically looked at juveniles. The link
that connects to the PDF document of Kalijah
Bonelli’s report, who has been missing for
almost a year, spells his name incorrectly. While
the one letter difference may have been a typo, I
find it hard to believe that no one caught or could
have fixed it by now.
The spread of information about the missing
D.C. girls may not have been fully accurate, but
it did open up a large and important conversation
about how the U.S. handles its media coverage
and care for people of color. And while I beg the
social media community to fact check and keep
their information accurate before they share it, I
applaud it for pushing forward an issue that we
shouldn’t still have.

Marrying young isn’t marrying dumb

Wedding season is upon us, which means
that love is in the air and couples are getting ready
to tie the knot. With save the dates popping up
in my mailbox and engagement photos showing
up on my social media timeline, I realized how
many of my peers were prepping for the big “I
do.” And while most people seemed excited for
them, there were comments that were not so
nice. “Wow, that was fast,” “they’re too young to
be making such a serious commitment” and “oh,
but it won’t last” are comments I’ve recently
heard a few too many times. Let’s get one thing
straight: there is a difference between getting
married young and getting married early.
Marriage is a sacred union, and entering
into that union should not be taken lightly. I
agree that some people rush into marriage, but
rushing into marriage is not a blanket statement

that should be applied to every young couple.
Whether you are 18, 35 or 70, you can rush into
a marriage. There is no perfect amount of time
to date before saying “I do.” For some couples,
they claim they knew three dates in that that
they wanted to spend forever together, and six
months later they’re engaged. For others, it
might take five or so years to decide if marriage
is the correct next step. Therefore, insisting
that a marriage is happening too fast is highly
subjective and depends on the couple.
Some bystanders worry that couples are
too young to be making such serious, lifechanging commitments. But what about all the
other serious, life-changing commitments we’ve
already made? At 18 years old, we can vote for
our future leaders, choose to enlist in the military,
decide whether or not to attend college, borrow

loans and purchase homes and cars. Aren’t those
serious, life-changing commitments? They can
change the course of our lives as well. Whether
or not we decide to marry early in life, marriage
is not the only big decision thrown our way at a
young age.
Additionally, just because a couple decides
to marry young doesn’t mean the marriage won’t
last. Comments like “I give it a year,” and “it
will have fizzled out in six months” aren’t heard
often when older couples announce engagement.
Why do young, engaged couples get talked about
like they’ve just make the stupidest decision
without giving it any thought? But two adults
who’ve known each other less than six months
will be congratulated and wished well. There is
way more that goes into a successful marriage
than just the age you wed. Outside factors and

challenges will pick at a marriage no matter how
many birthday candles are on top of the bride or
groom-to-be’s cake, so marrying young does not
necessarily increase those risks. Problems will
exist whether you marry at 21 or 51.
Marrying young is not the problem;
marrying early is. That being said, each couple is
different and so is each marriage, so determining
if someone is making a mistake is not an easy
task. Marriages are about sacrifice, commitment,
love and compromise, and marriages face
challenges no matter how old the couple is when
they take their vows. Every marriage is a risk,
but if the partners are willing to work together
for the rest of their lives, it should not matter
how old they are. Just because someone chooses
to start their marriage earlier than others does not
mean that their marriage is destined for failure.

Do you feel you’re getting a quality education at NSU?

SHARK SPEAK

“Yes, I do believe that [I’m getting

“Yes, because the teachers have

“Yeah, I am. It just depends on the “I think I am. I came here because “At times yes and at times no,

a quality education]. I think that

good degrees, all doctorates, so

teacher who’s teaching it.”

the classes are really great and

I think it’s good quality education.”

with the small class sizes you can
connect with the teachers. If you
have any questions, you can go to
them, and you get to know all your

- Altamash Jawadi, sophomore
biology major

I guess. It just depends on the

quality education here, especially

public school my whole life, so

teacher who’s teaching the

with the small class sizes. You can

course.”

really get to know your professors,

- Jacqueline Singh, second year I wanted something different.

physical therapy doctoral student What really attracted me to

[NSU] was the small classroom
sizes. I think having only 10 to
15 kids in each class has really

classmates.”
- Kelly Brosky, junior exercise and
sports science major

“I do believe that I’m getting a

it was private, and I went through

and a lot of professors here do
- Scott Stover, second year have great contacts out in your

physical therapy doctoral student professional area, but you have
to reach out and make those

benefited me, because I get to

relationships in order to have

know my teacher…more so than

those contacts.”

I did in public school, so if I have
questions, I’m more likely to reach
out.”

- Macy Roderick, sophomore
biology major

- Kariss Keller, freshman

business major
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CAREERS IN SPORTS
LECTURE SERIES

FEATURING MIAMI DOLPHINS EXPERTS AND EXECUTIVES

Learn from the Pros
Nutrition and Performance
Wednesday, March 29 | noon–1:30 p.m.
Discuss how the Dolphins utilize nutrition to improve athletic
Sports Management
Tuesday, April 4 | 6:00–7:30 p.m.
Discover the business behind professional sports, including players
career development, guest experiences, and operations.
Entertainment and Branding
Tuesday, April 11 | noon–1:30 p.m.
Join NFL executives to learn about sports branding and
the sports entertainment industry.
Athletic Training with the Miami Dolphins
Wednesday, April 19 | 6:00–7:30 p.m.
Learn how the Dolphins train and prepare their elite football
players for endurance, game day, and crises.
The Careers in Sports Lecture Series is free and open exclusively to NSU
students. All lectures held on NSU’s Fort Lauderdale/Davie Campus.
Seating is limited. RSVP is required using your N#.
Visit nova.edu/finsfootball/series to reserve your seat.

LEADING UNIVERSITY. LEADING FRANCHISE.

ONE-OF-A-KIND
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